Abstract. For presenting virtual objects in a real space, mixed reality (MR) technique is very effective to simulate an overview of a scenery. In interior design, for instance, the coordinates of the arrangements and the colours of the items need to be determined based on various layout plans. We propose a new framework for interactively arranging and rendering virtual objects in real space by manipulating physical 3D markers. A 3D marker consists of 2D codes and a spherical mirror for acquiring both geometric and photometric conditions by single camera instantaneously. Experimental results showed that the proposed approach is effective for providing appropriate geometry and local lighting conditions to present each virtual object in a simple system. The proposed system allows the user to experiment arranging of virtual furniture and verify the created scene which is visually consistent with the physical space.
Motivation
Coordinating furniture and interiors for living space gathers continuing interests in general. However, planning of colour coordinates and organising interior items often require expert knowledge. How to show the design plan is important to communicate between the expert and a customer. Designers usually paint perspective figures for conveying concepts of their plans as well as technical drawings. However, hand-painted figures are basically subjective expression and are not always intuitive to the customers. Moreover, it takes some time to paint the figures and instant modification over the discussion is impossible.
In the contrast, computer-generated scenery using software for CAD (computer aided design) and CG (computer graphics) is capable of not only presenting objective perspective figure based on technical drawings but also allowing users to change viewpoints and the contents to present. Since every single component in the scene must be digitised and modelled to be rendered, synthesising scenery also spends time and effort. Synthesised image has a limitation in terms of reality expression as well. Especially in the case of reforming or rearranging the interior items in an existing room or a space, it is difficult to present realistic scenery including physical objects and added CG components as if they coexist.
Instead of rendering all of the components using CG, this paper is addressed to how to present virtual objects in existing spaces, introducing MR (mixed reality) techniques. We propose a method for automatically maintaining geometry and photometric consistency between CG objects and physical spaces for realtime MR presentation.
Related Work
Mixed reality technique enables virtual objects to be superimposed on real environment scenery. To present virtual and real objects seamlessly, geometric and photometric conditions between virtual and physical world need to be consistent. Moreover, if realtime rendering of MR scene is achieved time consistency among the user's behaviour, physical conditions and presentation of the virtual objects is supported. This allows the users to manipulate virtual objects intuitively and modify the MR scene interactively.
One of the major methods to achieve geometric consistency is vision-based approach. Even a passive marker such as a 2D code printed on a piece of paper works for indicating objects' geometry effectively [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . For acquiring dense geometry information, the use of natural features in a scene is employed. Since automatic and dynamic detection of natural feature points has limitation in reliability, hybrid use of markers and natural features are also proposed [6] . Another method is to employ positioning sensors such as the ones using magnetic field. Since the sensors must be prepared as many as the objects to be registered and thus the system tends to be expensive and complicated. Hybrid methods of optical markers and positioning sensors is also used for MR [7] .
As for acquisition of photometric conditions for MR presentation, a wide angle image sensor such as a camera with a hyperboloidal mirror or a fish-eye lens is used to measure light source distribution effectively [8, 9] . However, local lighting condition is not always reflected correctly and required computational cost is not suitable for dynamic change of surroundings.
The objective focused on in this paper is simultaneous support of both geometric and photometric consistency for creating MR scenes. There is no decisive method to respond this requirement yet. Andrei [7] proposed hybrid method to use an optical marker and a positioning sensor to register a virtual object in real space. Andrei demonstrated environment mapping onto virtual object, but the acquired photometric information is not sufficient for generic rendering CG models. We proposed a method to support geometric and photometric consistency, using a physical 3D marker with a spherical mirror and multiple 2D codes [10] . Kambara [11] also used a combination of a small metal ball and a simple 2D code for measuring rough estimation of lighting condition and the marker posture. In this paper, we extend the 3D marker approach to construct flexible MR space in which the user can manipulate multiple virtual objects in realtime.
Proposed Method
Since MR scenery is visually appreciated from a user's viewpoint eventually, we settle the base coordinate system on a camera, considering a use of videosee-through manner. Each virtual object has its coordinate system described relative to the camera coordinate system. 3D markers are positioned as the user wants to arrange the virtual objects. The camera capture the position of the marker and how the marker is illuminated in the physical space. Geometric and Photometric information of the 3D marker make the virtual object to be presented as the marker is placed physically. We compose a 3D marker with a spherical mirror and multiple 2D codes. 2D codes allow the camera to acquire the relative geometry from variety of view points. In addition, 2D patterns of the code can be assigned uniquely for identifying multiple markers in the same scene. Spherical mirror shows how the 3D marker is illuminated by the surrounding to the camera at any viewpoints. These geometric and photometric conditions can be captured in a perspective of single camera simultaneously and thus the system constitution is expected to be simple. Once preparing 3D makers with specified standard such as code patterns and the size, the user can use variety of virtual objects as many as the number of code patterns permit. The only device that requires calibration is a camera. Considering the use for existing spaces, the proposed approach is suitable because of easiness for handling and portability.
3D Marker
We put a 2D code on each side of a cube and a spherical mirror on the top (Fig.1) . We assign a unique pattern to each 2D code to use it to detect which side is seen from the camera. In this paper, used 4 × 4 = 16 bits pattern. Considering that a 3D marker needs four 2D markers and excluding rotationally symmetric 
Acquisition of Geometry Information from 2D Code
After detecting a 2D code, its position and posture are calculated based on perspective projection model and expressed in camera coordinate system [2, 12] . Firstly, the system binarizes input image and labels the foreground regions. Checking the size of each region and its contour, the regions which has proper size and a contour consists of 4 linear lines are selected. Template matching is performed for detecting 2D codes by comparing selected regions and registered patterns (Fig.2) . In our implementation, we used ARToolKit library [2] for 2D code detection and geometry transformation calculation.
Acquisition of Lighting Condition from Spherical Mirror
We assume that lighting condition at the position of the 3D marker contains direct light from the light source, reflected light from specular surface in the environment and ambient light from distant view [8, 9] . As shown in Fig.3 , when a spherical mirror is observed as a circle whose radius is r pixels and center position is (x c , y c ), normal vector − → N on the sphere surface at the position (x, y) observed in the spherical mirror image is expressed as (Eq. 1).
Light coming through the focal point O into a pixel position (x, y) is emitted from a direction which is regular reflection line relative to normal vector − → N on Fig. 3 . Schematic Geometry of Viewpoint and Light Source the sphere. In the same way, the direction of the light source to illuminate each pixel on the image plane can be calculated.
We divide the image of the spherical mirror into small regions and sample the intensity of the light source which illuminate each region. Averaged values for R, G and B are used for the light intensity. For calculation of the direction of the light sources, we used centers of gravity of the regions.
Rendering
We assume that the colours of the object surface are determined according to the model of Lambert and Phong (Eq. 3) for rendering virtual objects. 4 Implementation Fig.4 shows the process flow. If a 2D code is detected on an image frame captured by the camera, geometrical information including its distance and posture is calculated from the appearance of the contour of the code region [2] . Embedded ID number is acquired by decoding the 2D code. Each ID number is associated with a CG model stored in a virtual furniture library. CG furniture are polygon models which contain 2000-8000 vertices on which diffuse and specular reflection parameters are properly designed. Table 1 shows the devices and materials used for our implementation.
Acquisition of Light Source Distribution
Based on the captured geometry of 2D code(s), a spherical mirror image for each 3D marker is automatically extracted as a circle region. We divide the region respect to radius and angle after normalising as 50 pixel radius size, The circle region is divided equally into K rings and the k-th ring (counting from the center) is divided into 4k arcs. Fig. 5 depicts a layout of a room and its sealing lights for an experiment. We tried three different sampling numbers, 112(K = 7), 220(K = 10) and 840(K = 20). Divided spherical mirror image is shown in Fig. 6(top) . Fig. 7 . A real plaster ball in the same condition is shown in Fig. 7(top) for comparison. The result shows that lighting map resolution does not affect crucially rendering diffused objects. However, expression of specular items may require higher resolution lighting map to reflect. Since computational cost for colour integration (Eq.3) depends on the number of lights and vertices, we prepare several resolutions of lighting map so that the user can switch them according to rendering quality of the glossy items
Rendering Results
Since proposed method is capable of identifying each 3D marker, multiple virtual objects are rendered individually taking into account associated 3D marker information. Fig. 8 shows three virtual chairs using three 3D markers. As a real partition moves, shade and reflection change photometric condition locally. Each virtual object expresses local photometric effects individually. Using four 3D markers, Fig.9 demonstrates a scenery of a room in different hours of a day. A desk, a sofa, a chair and a computer(on a real desk) are virtually arranged. Daylight and fluorescent lamp have totally different characteristics of illumination colour, intensity and distributions. However, the same system setup achieves harmonised rendering results for each occasion. In our implementation, image capturing rate is 30 [frame/sec]. Rendering rate is 0.5-10 [frame/sec], depending on the number of objects and vertices of the CG models. Comparing to existing renderer for interior design, rendering time is so short that the user can try some different layout and check it interactively (Fig. 10) . A set of vertical 2D codes helps to enhance visibility of the 3D marker comparing to that of existing MR systems [2, 11] .
Discussion and Conclusion
3D marker we used was 20 cm cube, which allows the system to capture its position and direction with measurement error within a few percentage in the range up to 8m from the camera. Considering that the user is supposed to move around carrying a camera, possible working range of MR space is not limited as 8m. Observed problem is that visibility of the 2D marker itself is affected by the physical lighting condition. If the room is dark or shade is casted on the marker, geometric measurement error became larger or even missed to detect the marker sometimes. Introducing invisible light such as near-infrared light and reflection paint marker can be considered for improvement. Another problem is caused by limitation of the dynamic range of the camera, which is not able to cover both intense and dim light. Utilising several cameras with different lens diaphragm [8] as well as a camera with hi-dynamic range is expected to improve dynamic range of camera system.
We proposed an interactive MR system which supports geometric and photometric consistency for presenting multiple virtual objects. Our future work is addressed to constructing a collaborating space over the network for sharing the proposed MR space.
